
Summarv

In sumrnarising the evidence with which I have been presented, I focus on four
aspects as set out in the Sddertom guidelines: quality of doctoral thesis; post-doctoral
publications; research studies; and teaching skills.

Quality of doctoral thesis.
Dr Hiibinette's doctoral study entitled Comforting an Orphaned Nation:
Representations of International Adoption and Adopted Koreans in Korean Popular
Culture was examined in 2005 at the Department of Oriental Languages at Stockholm
University. It focuses on the depictions of adopted Koreans in Korean popular texts
and provides a cogent and insightful analysis ofthe impact these have and continue to
have on Korean national narratives. The thesis is ofthe highest standard in several
ways: the subject matter is innovative and challenging, the theory used iS up-to-the-
minute, relevant and insightful, the methodology used is appropriate and valid, and
the writing style is clear, fluent and accessible.

P osl-doc toral pub I i cal i ons
These are also impressive. Dr H binette has not only published a rich flow of
articles, but the articles submitted in support of this application show the development
ofDr Htibinette's ideas beyond and following his doctoral thesis. His overall corpus
ofpublications retains focus on the adoption of Korean children but extends its scope
to two sites in particular: that of the producer country, Korea and what the fifty year
old trade in children has meant and continues to mean to that country, and with
increased emphasis, that ofSweden as the main receiver of adopted children and with
a history of mistreatment and unacknowledged prejudice. This is important work
which should be recognised and valued, both academically and politically.

Research projects
Dr Hiibinette specialises in textual analysis as a means of investigating popular
culture, and auitudes towards transnational adoption and the integration of adoptees
into the host culture and society. These studies have been carried out and recorded in
an exemplary way. Other research projects have included interview studies with
adoptees and adoptive parents, also canied out and reported effectively.

Teaching skills
Dr Hiibinette has the required teaching experience, i.e. from 2006, he has been
lecturer at the Departrnent of Culture and Communication at Sddertdms hdgskola, and
also from 2006, has been involved in the Programme for Holocaust and Genocide
Studies at Uppsala University. He has also since 2002, been involved in the
development ofcourses in Korean Studies at Stockholm University. The evaluations
included in the papers sent to me in support of this application, indicate that Dr
Hiibinette is an effective, stimulating and exciting teacher.

Recomrnendation

My recommendation is that Dr Hilbinette merits promotion to docent on the following
grounds:



- the excellent quality ofhis doctoral thesis;
- the innovative nature and high quality ofhis overall work in the field of

Korean Studies and in research on transnationally-adopted children;
- his effectiveness in gaining grants and awards and promotion of, and

netu'orking in, the field
- his academic passion and entrepreneurship
- his broad media, campaigning and research profile.
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